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O. Introduction 
Various approaches to the nondegenerate matricial Schur interpolation problem lead to a description 
of the set of all solutions via linear fractional transformation of matrices. The generating matrix- 
valued function of such a transformation, which is also called resolvent matrix of the corresponding 
Schur problem is mostly chosen as a jpq-inner matrix polynomial where jpq :z diag(Ip,-Iq) and 
where lp denotes the p × p unit matrix. This paper is aimed at studying the concrete structure of two 
particular esolvent matrices. Namely, we will characterize the resolvent matrices which were found 
in [ 13] and in [ 19, 24]. These characterizations are formulated in terms of distinguished normalization 
concepts for full-rank jpq-elementary factors. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout his paper, let p,q ,m and n be positive integers. We will use C pxq to denote the set 
of all p × q matrices the entries of which are complex numbers. The identitiy matrix that belongs 
to C p×p and the null matrix that belongs to C p×q will be designated by Ip and Op×q, respectively. 
In cases where the size of the identity matrix or the null matrix is clear we will omit the indices. 
We will write ~P×P for the set of all p × p nonnegative Hermitian matrices, whereas C p×p stands 
for the set of all p × p positive Hermitian matrices. A matrix A E C p×q is said to be contractive 
(respectively, strictly contractive) if Iq -A*A  C C q×q (respectively, I - A*A C cqxq). We will use 
~pxq (respectively, •p×q) to denote set of all A E C p×q which are contractive (respectively, strictly 
contractive). Further, let -~pXp := {A E C pxp : A*A = Ip}. A matrix J E C mxm is said to be an m x m 
signature matrix if J ---- J*  and j2 = I hold. If A E C m×m satisfies J - A*JA E C~ xm (respectively, 
J = A*JA),  then A is called J-contractive (respectively, J-unitary). In this paper, we will be mostly 
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concerned with the (p + q) × (p + q) signature matrix jpq :=diag(Ip,-Iq). The next considerations 
are aimed at studying some aspects of the structure of jpq-Unitary matrices. 
Remark 1.1. Let A be a jpq-Unitary matrix with the block partition 
(A1, A lz )  (1) 
A = \A21 A22 , 
where All is a p × p block. Then A11,Az2 and All --AI2A~IA2I are nonsingular matrices. Moreover, 
A~ 1 and A~l -A12A~z~A21 are contractive, and the following identities hold: 
A* 1 (Al l -A12A~IAzl )  -1, * • , • = AllA21 = Al2A~ l, A~IAel = AlzA l l .  
In the sequel, we will continue to use the block partition (1) of A with p × p block All. 
From the considerations in [24, Part I] we know that the so-called Halmos extension of strictly 
contractive matrices proved to be an essential tool for constructing particular resolvent matrices 
corresponding to the matricial Schur problem. Now we will see that the Halmos extension also 
plays a significant role in characterizing the intrinsic structure of jpq-unitary matrices. If K E ~pxq, 
the (p + q) × (p + q) matrix 
( v / I -KK* - I  Kv / I -K*K  -1 ) 
H(K)  := ~,K*x/I -KK  *-1 x/I -K*K  -1 (2) 
is called the Halmos extension of K. The following lemma summarizes useful properties of the 
Halmos extension. 
Lemma 1.2. (a) I f  K E ~p×q, then the Halmos extension H(K)  of  K is jpq-Unitary and positive 
Hermitian, where [H(K)] -1 = H( -K) .  
(b) Let ~p,q be the set of  all (p + q) × (p + q) complex matrices which are both jpq-Unitary 
and positive Hermitian. Then the mapping H : ~p×q -----+ ff~p,q defined by (2) is bijective. The inverse 
mapping H- l :  ~p,q -"+ ~p×q is given by H- l (A)  := A12A~-21. 
Proof. (a) Let K E ~pxq. We see from Lemma 2 in [23, Part IV] that H(K)  is Hermitian and 
that vii - K*K  -1 _ K*x/ I  - KK* - l (v/ I  - KK* -1 )_lKx/I  _ K*K  -1 = (I - K 'K )  v / I -  K*K  -l = 
-1 
x / I -  K*K  E C qxq. Since v i i -  KK* E C q×q, Lemmas 1 and 2 in [22, Part V] yield H(K)  E 
C (p+q)×(p+q). Straightforward calculations how [H(K)] -1 = H( -K)  and [H(K)]*jpqH(K)= jpq. 
(b) According to part (a), H(K)  belongs to ~p,q for all g E 13p×q. If K and E belong to ~pxq 
and satisfy H(K)  = H(E), then it is readily checked that K = E. Hence, the mapping H is one- 
¢l-~(p+q) × (p+q) to-one. Now suppose A E ~p,q. Since A E ~> , we have All C C pxp and A22 E C qxq. The 
jpq-Unitarity of A implies A* 1 All -- A*I A2t = I ,  A* 1Al2 = A*I A= and A* 2 A= - A* 2 A12 = I. Setting 
K := Al2A22 l, then it follows K = (A*la-IA * / 21, 
• -1 I -KK*  = (A'l) -1 (A*IAll -A21Azl)All = (AI*I)-IA~ 1 C C qxq 
and, analogously, I -K*K  = (A*2)-l A~-21 E C q×q . In particular, K is strictly contractive. Finally, we 
get then H(K)  = A. [] 
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Proposition 1.3. Let  A be a jpq-Unitary matrix. Then: 
(a) There are unique matrices K E ~p×q, V E ~p×p and W E-~q×q such that 
A = H(K).  diag(V, W), (3) 
name~ 
K :=A12A~ 1, V := VI I -  (A21A~11)*(Az1A{I 1) "All and W:=V/ I -K*K  "A22. (4) 
(b) There are unique matrices E E Dp×q, X E Tp×p and Y E Tqxq such that A = diag(X, Y) • H(E), 
namely E :=  Alz Az21 , Y :=  V* and Y := W*. 
Proof. (a) Lemma 1 in [16] (see also [20, Theorem 1,2]) yields that K, V and W defined in (4) 
satisfy (3). Let K t~ E ~p×q, V D E Tp×p and W [] E ~q×q be arbitrary matrices such that A = 
H(K[3) • diag(V rq, WD). Then it follows from Lemma 1.2 and (3) that 
(H(K)) 2 = H(K)[H(K)]* = AA* = H(K [3)[H(K [])]* = (H(K [2))2. 
Since H(K) and H(K E3) are positive Hermitian matrices we get H(K) = H(K[]). Moreover, we 
see from Lemma 1.2 that K = K D and diag(V, W) = [H(K)]-lA = [H(KrT)]-IA = diag(V [], W[]). 
Hence, V--  V t3 and W= W ~. 
(b) Using Lemma 1.2 we can easily check that A* is jpq-unitary. Then the application of (a) 
yields immediately part (b). [] 
Now we will summarize some facts on particular classes of meromorphic functions. For details, 
we refer the reader to [28, 20]. Let ~ be a simply connected omain of the extended complex plane 
Co := C U {cx~}, let 9 := {z E C: [z [< 1},ql-:= {z E C : [z  I= 1}, and let E := C0\{13 U q]-}. 
Further, let JVJ/g(~) be the class of all functions which are meromorphic in ffi and which can be 
represented asa quotient of two bounded holomorphic functions in ~b. Let 2 be the linear Lebesgue- 
Borel measure on ~-. If g E JV?///(~) (respectively, g E .ArJg(E)), then a well-known theorem due 
to Fatou implies that there exist a Borelian subset ~0 of the unit circle q]- with _2(~0) = 0 and 
a Borel measurable function g: T ~ C such that 
lim g(rz) ---- g(z) (respectively, r~mo g(rz) = 9__(z)) 
r--+l--O 
(5) 
for all z E qf\ ~30. We will continue to write g for such a boundary function g each entry of which 
belongs to JffJ/Z(13) (respectively, Jff////(E)). The symbol Jff(15) stands for the subalgebra of all 
g E JffJ//(rJ) which are holomophic in ~i. The class JV(13) can be also characterized as the set of 
all functions g which are holomorphic in D and which fulfill 
sup log + I g(rz)l (dz) < (6) 
r@[O,l) 
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where log+x := max(logx, 0) for each x E [0, c~). For all g ~ J / (~) ,  the inequality 
if f log+lg(rz)12(dz) --2n l°g+l- g(z)l _2(dz) ~< ~-01im 2nnl _ (7) 
is satisfied. By the Smimov class JV'+(13) we will mean the set of all g E ~(D)  for which equality 
holds true in (7). 
If W is one of the classes JV'J//(O), Jff(O) and Jtr+(~) or if W is the Hardy space Ht(~)), where 
t c (0, cx~], then ~fpxq stands for the class of p x q matrix-valued functions each entry of which 
belongs to 5f. An important subclass of [H~(D)] pxq is the set 5¢p×q(D) of all p x q Schur functions, 
i.e., the set of all holomorphic functions f • ~ ~ ~p×q. 
For the convenience of the reader, we are going to recall some facts on outer functions which 
belong to the matricial Smimov class (see [7-11]). A function ~b E [JV+(D)] m×m is called outer in 
[JV+(~)] 'n×m if det q~ is outer in JV'(13). If ~b is an outer function in [JV+(~)] re×m, then det ~b(z) ¢ 0 
for all z E D and ~b -t is an outer function in [JV'+(D)] "×m. Conversely, if ~E [JV+(D)] rex" satisfies 
det ~(z) ¢ 0 for all z E D and if~b -1 E [JV+(D)] re×m, then q~ and ~b -t are necessarily outer functions 
in [~+(D)] "×m. A function q~ ~ [H2(~3)] "×" is outer if and only if det ~b is an outer function in 
H2/'n(~). An outer function ~ ~ [H2(~)] "×m is called normalized if q~(0) ~ C~ ×". A function 
f ~ 5emxm(~) is said to be inner, if f * f  = 1 2-a.e. on ql-. Assume that A • ~- ~ C~ ×m is a function 
which is Lebesgue-integrable on T and which satisfies 
1 f log(det A)d2 > -e~. 
2re 
Then there exist unique normalized outer functions ~b and ~k that belong to [H2(ID)] mxm such that 
A = q~ qS* and A = ~k*~k _2-a.e. on T (see, e.g., [34]). 
Suppose that J is an m x m signature matrix. If ffi is a simply connected omain of the extended 
complex plane Co, then we will use the symbol ~j (O)  for the Potapov class, i.e., for the set of all 
m × m matrix-valued functions W, which satisfy the following three conditions: 
(i) W is meromorphic n O. 
(ii) det W does not identically vanish in O. 
(iii) W(z)  is J-contractive for all z which belong to the set Hw of all points of analyticity of W. 
Dym [21, Corollary 2, p.19] showed that the Potapov class ~3j(D) is a subclass of [JVJ/(~)] "×m. 
A function W E ~3j(~) is called J-inner if the boundary function __W of W is J-unitary _2-a.e. on ql-, 
i.e., if W*J  W = J 2-a.e. on Y. A J-inner function W is said to be Arov-singular if both functions 
W and W -t belong to [Y+(D)] m×". At the end of this Section, let us recall a further notion. An 
m × m matrix-valued function ~ which is meromorphic n Co is called a J-elementary factor if the 
following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) M has exactly one pole z0 E Co. 
(ii) ~ is J-contractive for each z c D\{Zo}. 
(iii) ~ is J-unitary for each z E qF\{z0}. 
Observe that if ~ is a J-elementary factor, then the restriction Rstr.D\{:0}~ of ~ onto 13\{z0} is 
a J-inner function. 
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2. ?-generating matrix-valued functions 
This section contains a summary of results used later on v-generating functions. These results are 
essentially due to Arov [7-11]. Let us consider the measure space (T, ~3v,(1/2rt)_2), where ~3~ is the 
Borelian a-algebra on the unit circle 7, and where _2 is the linear Lebesgue-Borel measure on ~Bv. 
Then, for every ~3v - ~3p×q-measurable mapping ~b • Y ~ C p×q, where ~3p×q is the a-algebra of all 
Borelian subsets of C p×q, we will use the symbol @5) to denote the set of all ~3v- ~pxq-measurable 
mappings ~" ~- ~ C p×q which satisfy ~(z) = ~b(z) for _2-almost all z E q]-. Let 5f be a nonempty 
subset of Co, and let f "  Y£ ~ C pxq. Then we will write f for the function f • q /~ C qxp which 
is given by 
:= {z E Co" l/Z, E Y') and f ( z ) :=  [f(1/~)]*. (8) 
As a consequence of the construction of a particular resolvent matrix corresponding to a completely 
indeterminate matricial Nehari problem (see [6]), Arov [7-11] introduced the following important 
class of matrix-valued functions. 
Definition 2.1. Let U" T --+ C (p+q)x(p+q) be a Borel measurable function, and let U be partitioned 
into blocks via 
Ull U12 "~ 
U = U21 U22 j ,  
(9) 
where Ull is a p × p matrix-valued function. Then U is called a v-generating (p,q)-type function 
if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) U is jpq-unitary _~-a.e. on T. 
(ii) There exist functions P_ E [~/',/~(~)]pXp, Q_ E [~J~(~)]P×q,  Q+ ~ [JIP~t(D)] qxp and 
P+ E [~/J/~(~)]q×q with the following properties: 
(~) For 2 -  almost all z E T, 
lim P_( rz )= Ull(z), lim Q_(rz )= U12(z) 
r---+l +0 r---* 1+0 
and 
lim Q+(rz)= U21(z), 
r---* 1--0 
lim P+(rz)= Uz2(z). 
r---+ l --0 
(fi) p+l and (fi"_)-i are outer matrix-valued functions which belong to the Schur classes ~q×q(D) 
and 5Pp×p(D), respectively. 
(V) The function ~ := _p+lQ+ belongs to the Schur class 5aq×p(D). 
In the sequel, we will continue to work with the block partition (9) with p × p block Ull if 
a function U: ql- ~ C (p+q)x(p+q) is given. The following lemma summarizes essential properties of 
v-generating functions. 
Lemma 2.2. Let U be a 7-generatin9 (p,q)-type function. Then: 
(a) The functions P_E [~/'/~¢(~)]pxp, Q_E [~/'/~/'([~)]pxq, Q+E [,/[F/~(~)]qXp and P+ E [J I / '~/([D)] qxq 
which satisfy condition (~) of  Definition 1 are unique. A 
(b) P+ and P_ are outer functions in [JV+(D)] q×q and [JV'+(D)] pxp, respectively. 
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A 
(c) The functions Q_ and Q+ belon9 to [~/~_(~)]qxp. 
(d) The function ~ := _p~_lQ+ admits the representation ~--_~_( f i "_ ) - l .  
(e) (1/2z 0 f~ log[det(I - ~ ~*)] d_2 > -co .  
(f) ~ is a strictly contractive p × q Schur function, i.e., I - ~(z)~*(z) E C q×q holds for all z E D. 
Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from the boundary behaviour of functions which belong to 
the class Xg(D)  (see, e.g., [28]). Taking into account properties of outer matrix-valued functions 
mentioned in Section 1, condition (fl) of Definition 2.1 ensures that (b) holds true. Since JV'+(D) is 
an algebra over C, condition (7) of Definition 2.1 provides that Q+ = -P+~ belongs to [JV+(~)] qxp. 
Since U is jpq-Unitary 2-a.e. on Y, we get from Lemma 1.2 that _~ = _p+-lQ+ = _Q_ (p_)-i 
is satisfied _2-a.e. on T. Because of _Q_(p_ ) - i  E [~AOg(D)] qxp we obtain then that (d) holds. 
Hence, Q~_ = -~P_ belongs to [JV'+(D)] q×p. Since U is jpq-Unitary _2-a.e. on T, we have I-_~_~* = 
(p+ )-l((p+ )-l ). E C q×q _2-a.e. on T. The function p+l is an outer function. Hence, 
i 
log[ det (I - ~ ~*)] d2 = [detP+l(0)[ 2 ¢ 0. (10) 
2z~ - -  - 
This implies finally the assertion stated in part (f). [] 
Lemma 2.2 leads us to following notion. 
Definition 2.3. Let U be a v-generating (p,q)-type function. If P_,Q_,Q+ and P+ are the unique 
matrix-valued functions which occur in Definition 2.1, then [P_,Q_,Q+,P+,] is called the 
v-generating quadruple associated with U. 
Remark 2.4. (a) If U is a v-generating (p, q)-type function and if V :T ~ C (p+q)×(p+q) is a Borel 
measurable mapping which satisfies (V) ---- (U), then V is a v-generating (p,q)-type function as well. 
Moreover, from Lemma 2.2 it is clear that the 7-generating quadruples associated with U and V, 
respectively, coincide. 
(b) If U and V are 7-generating (p, q)-type functions for which the associated v-generating quadru- 
ples coincide, then (U) = (g). 
Remark 2.4 shows that it is useful to consider equivalence classes of v-generating (p,q)-type 
functions instead of the functions themselves. We will use the symbol ~Oip, q to denote the set of all 
equivalence classes (U) for which U is some y-generating (p,q)-type function. Then we see from 
Remark 2.4 that there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween the set of y-generating quadruples 
associated with some y-generating (p,q)-type function and the set ~p,q. In particular, if (U) E ~lJ~p,q, 
then we can speak of the v-generating quadruple which is associated with (U). 
Definition 2.5. Let P_ E [j~t([]z)]p×p, Q_ E [,/[/j//(~)]pxq, Q+ E [,~J//(D)] qxp, and 
[j~j///(~)]qXq. Then [P_, Q_, Q+,P+] is called a y-generating quadruple if (U) given by 
let P+ E 
U := P+ 
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belongs to ~tJ~p,q. In this case, (U) is said to be the equivalence class of 7-generating (p,q)-type 
functions which is associated with [P_, Q_, Q+,P+ ]. Furthermore, the function ~(A/ := _p+lQ+ is 
said to be the canonical q x p Schur function associated with (U) (respectively, the canonical q x p 
Schur function associated with [P_, Q_, Q+,P+]). 
In order to get unicity in some important factorization theorems for 7-generating (p, q)-type func- 
tions, Arov [7-11] introduced suitable subclasses of ~J~p,q by some kind of normalization. In view 
of Lemma 2.2, the following notion is well-defined. 
Definition 2.6. Let z0 E [~. A 7-generating (p,q)-type function U is said to be Arov-normalized in
z0, if P~-(Zo) E C p×p, P+(zo) E Cq> ×q and Q+(zo) = O. 
The introduced notion only depends on the 7-generating quadruple associated with the considered 
7-generating (p,q)-type function. Hence, if U is a 7-generating (p,q)-type function that is Arov- 
normalized in z0, then every representative V of the equivalence class (U)E ~p,q is Arov-normalized 
in Zo as well. Consequently, we can speak of elements (U) E 9J~p,q which are Arov-normalized in
z0. We will use ~Lz0] to denote the set of all (U) E 9J~p q which are Arov-normalized in z0. - -  -p ,q  
Arov [7;10 Part III] proved the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. (a) I f  U is a 7-generating (p,q)-type function and if A is a jpq-unitary matrix, then 
UA is also a 7-generating (p,q)-type function. 
(b) I f  U and V are 7-generating (p,q)-type functions with (U) = (V) and if A is a jpq-unitary 
matrix, then (UA) = (VA). 
The next proposition, which is briefly sketched in [10, 11] will be essential for our further con- 
siderations. Hereby, we use the notation given in (2). 
Proposition 2.8. Let U be a 7-generating (p,q)-type function, and let [P_,Q_,Q+,P+] be the 
7-generating quadruple associated with U. Further, let Zo E •. Then: 
(a) There is a unique jpq-Unitary matrix Azo such that U E3 := UAz o is a 7-generating (p, q)-type 
function which is Arov-normalized in Zo, namely 
Az0 := H(~*(Zo))diag(w(zo), V(Zo)), (12) 
where ~ := -P+~Q+, v := ~* ~x/'~-~-' w := [1x / -~ -1, ~ := P+x/I - ~*  and [1 := x/I - ~*~'P-  , • 
(b) Let [pD_, Q~_, Q~+,p~+ ] be the 7-generating quadruple associated with Urn. Then 
Q~_(zo) = o, P~(zo) = v/P+(zo)(P+(zo)) * - Q+(zo)(Q+(zo))* (13) 
and 
~_~(z0) = v/(P--(Zo))*P-(zo)-(Q-(zo))*Q-(zo). (14) 
Proof. (a) Since P+ and P_ are outer, we can conclude from part (f) of Lemma 2.2 that det e(z) ¢ 0 
for all z E D. Obviously, W(Zo) and V(Zo) are unitary matrices. According to Lemma 1.2, the Halmos 
extension H(¢*(Zo)) of ¢*(z0) is ira-unitary. As a product of jpq-unitary matrices, the matrix A := 
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H(~*(Zo))diag(w(zo),V(Zo)) is jpu-unitary as well. Using Lemma 2.7, we see that U D := UA is a 
v-generating (p,q)-type function. Then 
--1 
= Q+A12 + P+Az2 = P+(I - ~ ~*(z0))~/ I -  ~(Zo)~*(Zo) V(Zo), (15) 
/ 
where (1) is the block partition of A with p x p block All and, consequently, 
PD+ (Zo ) = O6(Zo)V(Zo ) ---~ V/~(Zo)OC*(Zo) E Cq> xq. (16) 
Furthermore, we obtain 
--1 
Q+~ / = Q+A,1 +P+A2, = P+[~(z0) - ~)]V/I - ~*(Zo)~(Zo) W(Zo) 
and, therefore, QQ+(Zo) = Oq×p. From P~_ = P_AI~ +Q_A2~ it follows (P_~)* -- A*~(P_)* +A~I(Q_)* 
_2-a.e. on T. Hence, using part (d) of Lemma 2.2 we get 
A 
, A = w, (zo)v / I  _ p_E] = AIIP-- + A21Q- ~*(Zo)~(Zo) 
This implies 
pD = w*  (zo )~(zo ) V//~*(z0)/~(zo) ~ ~×P 
1 
[ I -  ~*(Zo)~]P-. 
(17) 
Thus, U [] is A-normalized in z0. Now let A • be an arbitrary jpq-unitary matrix such that U • := 
UA • is a y-generating (p,q)-type function which is A-normalized in z0. Let [P_•, Q.._, Q+m,p+m] be the 
A 
y-generating quadruple associated with U •. Then p_m (Zo) and P+m(zo) are positive Hermitian, whereas 
Q+m(zo) = 0. By virtue of Proposition 1.3, there are matrices K E •p×q, y E lip×p, x C ~qxq such 
that U • = H(K) diag(y,x). Let 
\A~ A~]  
be the block partition of A • where A~ is a p x p block. Then 
0 Q+(zo)A~ + P+(zo)A~ P+(zo)(K* ~(Zo)) v / I -  KK* -1 ~ - -  y .  
Since P+(zo), x / I -  KK*-1 and y are nonsingular matrices, the identity K = ~*(Zo) follows. An 
easy calculation then shows 
P+m(zo ) = Q+(zo )A,~ + P+(zo )A2~ = e(Zo )X. 
By assumption, P+~(Zo) is positive Hermitian. Hence, 
P+'(zo)= v/P+-(zo)(P+-(zo)) * = 
Thus, we can conclude that 
x = = 
1 
= v(zo) .  
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Using part (d) of Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
P"(Zo) = (A~)*P_(z0) + (Azl) O_(zo) = y* fl(zo). 
Since P_m(Zo) is positive Hermitian, we get y*fl(Zo) = x,/fl*(Zo)fl(Zo) and, consequently,  = W(Zo). 
Therefore, A • = A. Part (a) is proved. 
+ A* ,3* Hence, applying part (d) of Lemma 2.2, it follows (b) Obviously, (Q~)* = A*2P*_ 224-. 
Q~ : AI2P_* :~ ÷ A~2O- : y* (Zo)V I  - ~(z0)~*(z0)  [~(z0)  - ~]P_  
_2-a.e. on T. This immediately implies the first identity in (13). Using (16), we infer the second 
equation in (13). Analogously, formula (15) is an easy consequence of part (d) of Lemma 2.2 and 
(17). [] 
Corollary 2.9. Let (U) E ~lJ~p,q, and let Zo E D. Then there is a unique jpq-Unitary matrix Azo such 
that (UAzo) c ~13~ Iz°l namely the matrix Azo which is 9iven by (12). -- -p,q, 
Proof. If U and V are 7-generating (p,q)-type functions with (U)= (V), then, according to Remark 
2.4, the 7-generating quadruples associated with U and V coincide. Then part (a) of Proposition 2.8 
yields the assertion. [] 
The following proposition which is due to Arov [7, 9, 10] characterizes the set of all q x p Schur 
functions which can be realized as canonical q x p Schur function associated with some (U) E ~i~p,q. 
The necessary condition obtained in part (e) of Lemma 2.2 proves to be sufficient as well. 
Proposition 2.10. Let ~ E 6?q×p(13) be such that 
i f log det(I - ~ 4' ) d2 > -cxD, 
2n 
and let Zo E D. Then there is a unique (U) 
Schur function ¢IA_) associated with (U). 
(18) 
gO C 9~p,q such that ~ coincides with the canonical q × p 
3. On connections between ?-generating functions and jpq-inner functions 
From a lot of papers dealing with concrete matricial interpolation problems it had been become 
clear that corresponding resolvent matrices can be chosen as J-inner functions which can be explicitly 
constructed from the original data of the problem under consideration. Thus, it is natural to ask to 
determine whole classes of matricial interpolation problems which fall under this situation. Important 
progress in this direction was reached by Arov in [7-11] which uncovered an inner parametrization 
of jpq-inner functions via some ordered pair of inner functions and some 7-generating (p,q)-type 
function. This fact enables him to find a homogeneous approach to a whole class of matricial inter- 
polation problems, namely the so-called Generalized Bitangential Schur-Nevanlinna-Pick Problems 
(see also [22, Part VI, Section 3]). The goal of this section is to summarize some later used facts on 
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jpq-inner functions and their connections to ~/-generating (p, q)-type functions. The results are mostly 
taken from [7-11]. The following proposition, which is essentially due to Ginzburg [25], clears up 
an important interrelation between the Potapov class ~3j,,q(D) and the Schur class ~(p+q)×(p+q)(~). 
Proposition 3.1. Let W E ~j~q(D ) be partitioned into blocks via 
( mll m12) (19) 
W ~- W21 W22 , 
where WIt is a p × p matrix-valued function. Then: 
(a) For each z that belongs to the set Hve of all points of analyticity of W, the matrix W22(z) 
is nonsingular. 
(b) The function 
S= ( Wll - W~2W221W21 
\ - W271W2, 
W'2 W22 ~ )
(20) 
w271 
belongs to ~(p+q)x(p+q)(D). In particular, WI1- WII2W221W21 ~ ~p×p(~), W12W221 ~~pxq(~),-W221W21 
E~×p(~) and W221E~×q(D). 
(c) The functions det (Wn-  W12W221W21) and det(W221) do not identically vanish. 
(d) I f  
(S,,  &2) (21) S= &l &2 
is the block partition of S where S~ is a p x p block, then [Hlw = {z6 I) : detS22(z) ¢ 0}. I f  W is 
jm-inner, then S is inner. 
In the following, we will continue to use the block partitions (19) and (21) of W and S, re- 
spectively, where Wll and &l are p x p blocks, if (p + q) x (p ÷ q) matrix-valued functions W 
or S are given. Recall that if WE ~3+q(~), then the functions Z,,. :=-W221W21 and r/,. := WIzW221 
are called the left canonical q x p Schur function and the right canonical p x q Schur function, 
respectively, associated with W (see [22, Part VI, Section 3]). The function gw turned out to play an 
essential role in entropy optimization problems (see [12-13]). One of the central aims of [22, Part 
VI] is the study of several inverse problems connected to the left canonical q x p Schur function 
associated with W. Now we will consider a function W c ~j~q(D). According to Proposition 3.1, 
we can apply Masani's [27] inner-outer factorizations to the Schur functions Wl l -  WIzW22 1 W21 and 
W22~: There are unique inner functions B~ES~p×p(D), B2mES~qxq(D) and unique normalized outer 
functions ~mESep×p(9),(alE~×q(9) such that W11- W12Wzz1W21 =B~f f "  and W221 = ~b"B2 m. If 
U1 E qFp×p and U2 E qFq×q, then B1 := B~U1 and B2 := UzB~ are inner functions, ~k := U*ff"  and 
~b := ~b"U* are outer functions belonging to 5epxp(D) and 5~qxq(~), respectively, and the identities 
WII -- WlzW221W21 =BI~,  W221 = qSB2 (22) 
are satisfied. Conversely, if B1 E ~pxp([D),B2 6 ~qxq([D) are arbitrary inner functions and if ~k E 
5epxv(D) and q~ E 5~qxq(D) are arbitrary outer functions such that (22) is fulfilled, then there are 
matrices U~ E-gpxp and UzE-gq×q such that B, = B~U~,B2 = U2B~,~b = U*~k" and ~ = ~b"U2*. 
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Definition 3.2. Let WE~j~(D),  and let B1 and BE be inner functions from 5gp×p(D) and ~q×q(D), 
respectively. Then [BI,B2] is called an ordered pair of inner functions associated with W if $ := 
B~-l(Wll -- W12W221W21) and ~b:= W2~-1B~ -1 are outer functions. In this case, [$,~b] is said to be the 
ordered pair of outer functions associated with W and [BI,B2]. If ~b and $ are normalized outer 
functions, then [B1,B2] is called the canonical ordered pair of inner functions associated with W. 
Now it seems to be useful to introduce some further notation. Let 5Pp×q(~)) be the set of all 
Borel measurable functions 9 " q[ --* cP×q for which there exists an f E 5~p×q(~) and a Borelian 
subset ~30 of ~- with )°030) = 0 such that 
lim f ( rz)  -- g(z) (23) 
r~l--O 
for all z E ~-\~0. Further, let (~t~p×q(~)) be the set of all (9_) where 9_ is some function that belongs 
~p×q(~)"  
If U belongs to C (p+q)x(p+q), then Qu := {XEcP×q'det(Uz1X + U22)¢ 0} is nonempty if and 
only if rank (U21 , U22 ) = q. In this case, let the linear fractional transformation ~,~:(4P(P'q) : Qt: ~ cP'q 
be defined by 
5¢~'q)(Y) := (UllX + U12)(U21X + Uz2) -1. (24) 
Under certain conditions of nondegeneracy for the given data, all solutions of a given interpolation 
problem for matrix-valued function can be described by an appropriate linear fractional transformation 
the generating matrix-valued function of which is constructed from the given data. Following Krein, 
this generating matrix-valued function is called a resolvent matrix of the considered interpolation 
problem (see [18, Section 3] for the exact definition). If U is a v-generating (p, q)-type function and 
if 9_E~lCCp×q(~), then there is a Borelian subset B0 of Y with )o(~30) = 0 such that U(z) is jpq-unitary 
and 9_(z) is contraetive for each z E Y\~30. From Lemma 26 in [22, Part V] we know that the formula 
(p,q) 
h(z) := 5P~(~) (g(z)), zE-F\~3o, (25) 
Opxq, Z~ 0 
defines a Borel measurable contractive function g"-F ~ C pxq. We set 5°~'q)(g) := (h). If B is a 
v-generating (p,q)-type function with (V) = (U) and if e EY~p×q(D) satisfies (e) = (g), then it is 
readily checked that 5~P'q)(e)- 5P~,q)(g) holds. Hence, if (U)E~p,q, then we can define 
--(p,q) 
~(u) ((g)) := ~?'q)(g) (26) 
~P,q) for all (g) E (SPp×q(D)). Thus, ~'/u) is a (well-defined) mapping from (~_p×q(D)) into the unit ball 
of the set [L~(~)]  p×q of all equivalence classes of Borel measurable 2-essentially bounded functions 
h : Y --~ C pxq. 
Now it will be useful to state Arov's [7-9] basic theorem on the intrinsic structure of jpq-inner 
functions. 
Theorem 3.3. Let W be a jpq-inner function, let [B~, B2] be an ordered pair of  inner functions 
associated with W, let [~9,4] be the ordered pair of outer functions associated with W and [B1, B2], 
and let Zw be the left canonical q × p Schur function associated with W. Further, let 
P- := (t~) -1, Q- := -P-gw, Q+ := -P+z,, and P+ := 4 -1. (27) 
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(a) [P_,Q_,Q+,P+] & a 7-generating quadruple. I f  (U) E ~i~p,q is the equivalence class of 7- 
9eneratin9 (p,q)-type functions associated with [P_, Q_, Q+,P+], then the boundary function W of 
W admits the representation 
(IV) = (diag(B~, B2-~) • U). (28) 
In particular, Q+ = B2 W21. Moreover, the left canonical q x p Schur function Zw associated with W 
~P,q)  coincides with the canonical q× p Schur function ~(u) associated with (U). I f  (9o) :--- ~" (v> ((0pxq)), 
then (B19oB2) E (~¢'pxq([D)). 
(b) I f  V := diag(B__~1-1, B~). W, then (V) belongs to 9Jlp, q and the 7-generatin9 quadruple [P_, Q_, 
Q+,P+] associated with (V) is 9iven by (27). 
Naturally, there arises the following question: Assume that [B1,B2] is an ordered pair of inner 
functions B~ C 6ep×p(g)) and B2 E ~×q(D) and that U is a 7-generating (p,q)-type function. Does 
there exist a jpq-inner function W such that the boundary function W of W satisfies (28)? In general, 
the answer is negative. This can be seen from the following considerations. Let ~ES~q×p(D) be such 
that (18) is satisfied, whereas ~ does not admit a pseudocontinuation. (An example of such a function 
is given in [22, Part VI, Section 5].) Proposition 2.10 shows that there exists a 7-generating (p,q)- 
type function U such that ¢ coincides with the canonical q × p Schur function associated with (U). 
If (W) is given by (28), then ___W cannot be the boundary function of some jpq-inner function. (In 
the opposite case, -W221 W2t = ~ would admit a pseudocontinuation.) 
The next theorem, which is due to Arov [7-9], can be conceived as the converse statement with 
respect o part (a) of Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.4. Let Bl E SPp×p(D) and B2 E~q×q(~) be inner functions, and let U be a 7-generating 
--(p,q) 
(p,q)-type function. Suppose that (BlgB2) belongs to (Sep×q(D)) where (g) := 5a(~_/ ((0p×q)). 
Then there is a unique jpq-inner function W such that (28) is fulfilled. 
Theorem 3.4 shows particularly the following: If U is a 7-generating (p,q)-type function for 
which there are inner functions B1 E 5Pp×p(D) and B2 E 5~q×q(D) such that (B19B2) E (~_p×q(~))), 
77(~ P,q) where (9) := 5eIA_I ((Op×q)), then the canonical q × p Schur function associated with (U) admits a 
pseudocontinuation. 
There is a principal difficulty what concerns constructing an obvious suitable normalization of 
jpq-inner functions because these functions are only meromorphic n the open unit disc D. For this 
reason, it is not possible to fix some distinguished point z0 E D U Y with the requirement that jpq-inner 
functions take some prescribed value at z0. Theorem 3.3 will help us to overcome this barrier. 
Definition 3.5. Let W be a jpq-inner function, and let [B1,B2] be an ordered pair of inner functions 
associated with W, and let z0 E D. Then W is called normalized in z0 with respect o [B1,B2] if 
(U) E~J/[z°] where U := diag(Bl-l, B2) • W. ---p,q 
At the first view it could seem more convenient to build the above concept of normalization 
only based on the canonical ordered pair of inner functions which is associated with a jpq-inner 
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function. One of the main reasons why this is not advantageous will become clear from the following 
considerations which are due to Arov [7, 9-10]. 
Proposition 3.6. Let W1 be a jpq-inner function, and let [B1,B2] be an ordered pair o f  inner functions 
associated with Wl. Further, let W2 be an Arov-singular jpq-inner function. Then W := W1 W2 is a 
jpq-inner function, and [BI,B2] is also an ordered pair of  inner functions associated with W. 
Corollary 3.7. Let W1 be a jpq-inner function, and let [B1,B2] be an ordered pair of  #mer functions 
associated with Wl. I rA  is a jpq-Unitary matrix, then W := W1A is a jpq-inner function and [B1,B2] 
is an ordered pair o f  inner functions associated with W. 
Proof. Every constant function with jpq-unitary value is Arov-singular. Thus, the application of 
Proposition 3.6 completes the proof. [] 
We finish this section with a proposition which will turn out to be an essential tool to prove 
certain unicity properties in the next section. 
Proposition 3.8. Let W be a jpq-inner function, and let [91,92] be an ordered pair of  inner functions 
associated with W. Then: 
(a) For each jpq-Unitary matrix A, the function V :-- WA is a jpq-inner function and [BI,B2] is 
an ordered pair of  inner functions associated with V. 
(b) I f  Zo E ~), then there exists one and only one jpq-unitary matrix Azo such that V~o :-- WA~ o is 
normalized in Zo with respect to [B1,B2]. 
Proof. (a) Apply Corollary 3.7. 
(b) Let z0 E D. According to Theorem 3.3, the function U :---- diag(Bll,B2) • __W is a 7-generating 
(p, q)-type function. Using Corollary 2.9, we obtain that there is a unique jpq-unitary matrix Az0 such 
that (UAzo)~jlLzol It follows from part (a) that V~o :-- WAzo is a jpq-inner function and that [B1,B2] - -  == -p ,q .  
is an ordered pair of inner functions associated with Vz0. Because of (diag(B1 -~, B2). V~ 0) -- (UAz0) E 
9j~Ez0] we infer that Vz0 is normalized in z0 with respect o [B1,B2]. Now we assume that A m is an p,q' 
arbitrary jpq-Unitary matrix such that V m :-- WA • is normalized in z0 with respect o [B1,B2]. Then 
(UA ") = (diag(B~ -1, B2) W A •) ---- (diag(B3L -1, B~) V ") E 9Jlp°. q. (30) 
Therefore, Corollary 2.9 provides finally A • --A~ o. [] 
4. Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors 
In this section, we start with a detailed analysis of that right resolvent matrix corresponding to a 
given nondegenerate matricial Schur Problem which was obtained in [13]. The preceding considera- 
tions will enable us to reveal a nonobvious important characterization f this resolvent matrix using 
the normalization concept in Section 2. If r and s are nonnegative integers, then we will use Nr, s 
to denote the set of all integers m which satisfy r ~< m ~<s. Recall that if X/E c pxq,. i E NO, n, then the 
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reciprocal matrix polynomial ,~(m) (with respect o the unit circle 7]- and the formal degree m) of 
the p × q matrix polynomial X given by 
m m 
* j X(z) = ~-~Xs.z;, zEC,  isdefinedby xEm1(z):= ~-~XT,_jz , zEC.  
j=0 j=0 
Now let (Ak)~__-~ be a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence, i.e., a sequence of p × q complex 
matrices, for which the block Toeplitz matrix ( 00 0 /
AI Ao ... 0 (31) 
A!_I " ... • An-2 . . .  Ao 
is strictly contractive. Let ,-1 r b ~-1 i c ~-1 id w-11 [(ak)k=0, ~ kJk=0, ~ *Jk=0, ~ k),=0J be the Arov-Krein system of matrix 
polynomials corresponding to (Ak ~-1 . C(p+q)×(p+q ) )k=0 (see [24, Part II, Definition 9]), and let dk C 
be defined by 
(z  c~ ' ] (z )  ak_l(z)) 
~¢k(z) := / -tk-ll (32) 
\ zdk_ l (z) bk-a(z) 
for all k E [~,,. We already know from Theorem 19 in [24, Part II] that ~¢, is a right resolvent 
~A w-1 i.e., for the problem matrix corresponding to the matricial Schur Problem associated with  k Jk=0, 
of describing all p × q Schur functions for which n-~ (Ak)k=0 is exactly the sequence of the first n 
Taylor coefficients in the Taylor series representation around the origin (see also [19]). Moreover, 
the considerations in Section 3 in [24, Part II] showed that ~/n is exactly that resolvent matrix which 
was constructed in [13]. Observe that there also occurred a third approach to construct this resolvent 
matrix, namely Dym's [21] method based on reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. 
Now we will turn our attention to full-rank jpq-elementary factors with pole at z = ec. Let ~ be 
a jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n at z = ec. For z C C, let 
~(z)  = ~ ~z  "-k (33) 
k=0 
be the Taylor series representation of ~.  According to a result due to Dubovoj (see [19, 
Lemma 4.4.8]), the inequality rank ~0D~<p holds true. We will say that ~ has full rank if rank 
~0 ~ = p. There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween full-rank jpq-elementary factors with pole of 
order n at z = c~ and nondegenerate p × q Schur sequences (A~)~ -1. In particular, every full-rank 
jpq-elementary factor ~ with pole of order n at z = cc is a right resolvent matrix associated with the 
t A ~n- 1 matricial Schur Problem corresponding to some unique nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence ~ k Jk=o 
t A ~n-~ is called the nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence (see [18] or [19, Ch. 4.4]). This sequence ~ kJk=0 
which is associated with (the full-rank jpq-elementary factor) ~ (with pole of order n at z = co). 
Proposition 4.1. Let "-~ (Ak)k=0 be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence. Further, let ~n " C -~ 
C (p+q)×(p+q) be 9iven by (32) where [(ak)k=0,"-i (bk n-1 ,-I ~-1 (dk)k=o] is the Arov-Krein system (ck)k=o, )k=0,  . 
n--1 of matrix polynomials correspondin9 to (Ak)k=0- Then: 
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tA ~n-1 is (a) ~¢n is a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole order n at z = c~. Moreover, ~ kJk=0 
exactly the nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence which is associated with ~.  
(b) Let Bl " D ~ C pXp and B2 " D ---'+ (~qxq be defined by 
Bl(Z ) := znlp and B2(z) : z  Iq. (34) 
Then [B1,92] is an ordered pair of  inner functions associated with the jpq-inner function W :---- 
Rstr.D ~',. 
(c) The function U" qT -+ C (p+q)×(p+q) defined by 
U(z) := ( z-(n-') ~"-111(z)~f._ z-na~-'(z)  (35) 
k bn_,(Z) J 
is a contmuous 7-generatin# (p,q)-type function which satisfies the identity 
tin(z) -- diag (B~(z), [Bz(z)]-l) • U(z) 
for all zE-L 
(d) W is normalized in Zo = 0 with respect to [BI,B2]. 
Proof. (a) Parts (d) and (e) of Proposition 20 in [24, Part IV] yield that dn is a jpq-elementary 
factor with pole of order n at z = ~.  The left upper p × p block of the leading coefficient matrix 
A n of dn is exactly * Cn_l(0 ). By virtue of part (h) of Proposition 20 in [24, Part IV], we see that 
cn_l(0) is positive Hermitian. Hence, rank An ~>p. Using part (b) of Lemma 59 in [18], we get rank 
An = p. The application of Theorem 19 in [24, Part IV] completes the proof of part (a). 
(b) From part (g) of Proposition 20 in [24, Part IV] we infer that detbn_l(z) ~ 0 and detcn_l(z) 
0 for all zE D U ql-. Obviously W22 = Rstr.~ bn_~. According to part (b) of Proposition 3, it is clear 
that W2~ -1 belongs to  ~qxq(~) .  Moreover, Wz2 ~ is an outer function. Thus, W221 = W221B2 is an 
outer-inner factorization of W2~ -1 . Since Cn-1 is a matrix polynomial, there is an R E (1, c~) such that 
cn~ 1 is holomorphic in K(0;R) := {zE C ' ]  z I<  R}. Hence Rstr.~cn~ 1 belongs to [H°~(D) ]  p×p. 
Moreover, Rstr.D cn-11 is an outer matrix-valued function. For z E ~), Theorem 19 and part (f) of 
Proposition 20 in [24, Part IV] yield 
mll(Z ) -- m12(z)m22'(z)m21(z ) =zC~nl l ] (z )  -- an_ l (Z)[bn_l (Z)] - l (zd~n_l l ] (z))  
= Z('C~nlI](z) - [Cn_l(Z)]- l  dn_ l (Z)d~nl l ] (z )  
-In-l] 
= Z[Cn-I(Z)]--I(Cn--I(Z)'C~n_-I1](Z) -- dn_ l (Z)dn_  I ( z ) )  
= Bl(z)[cn-l(z)] -1. (36) 
Hence, we see that W~1 - W~2 W221 W21 = B1 ° Rstr.DCn~ 1 is an inner-outer factorization of the 
function Wl l -  W12W221W21. Thus, (b) is proved. 
(c) Follows immediately from Theorem 3.3 and the identity U(z) = diag(z-nlp,Iq) •~¢n(z) which 
holds true for all z E ~-. 
(d) If [P_,Q_,Q+,P+] denotes the 7-generating quadruple associated with U, then part (h) of 
Proposition 20 in [24, Part IV] and part (c) yield P+(0) = bn-l(0) E cq×q,P - (0 )  = (P_ (~) )*  = 
cn_l (0)cC p×p and Q+(0)= Oqxp. The proof is finished. [] 
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Part (b) of Proposition 4.1 will be proved to be true for general full-rank jpq-elementary factors 
with pole at z = cx~. 
Proposition 4.2. Let d be a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order n at z = cxz. Then: 
(a) [B1,B2] given by (34) is an ordered pair of  inner functions associated with the jpq-inner 
function W := Rstr.o d .  
(b) U := diag(Bl-l, B2) • W is a 7-generating (p,q)-type function. I f  [P_,Q_,Q+,P+] is the 
7-generating quadruple associated with U, then 
~[n] 
P_ = Rstr.D ~¢1~ ; P+ ---- Rstr.e ~'22; 
where 
( ~11 ~12 ) 
is the block partition of  ~¢ with p × p block ~/H. 
Q+ = Rstr.o ~'21, (37) 
(38) 
Proof. Denote n-~ (Ak)k=0 the nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence associated with ~¢. By virtue of 
part (a) of Proposition 4.1, then ~¢n " C - - *  C (p+q)X(p+q) defined by (32) is a full-rank jpq-elementary 
t A ~n-l is the nondegenerate p × q Schur factor with pole of order n at z = c~. Furthermore, ~ k)k=0 
sequence which is associated with ~'n. In view of part (a) of Corollary 18 in [18], there exists a 
jm-unitary matrix G such that d --- ~¢nG. Hence, we obtain from part (b) of Proposition 4.1 and 
Corollary 3.7 the asserted statement in (a). Using part (b) of Theorem 3.3 and part (a), we get that 
U is a y-generating (p,q)-type function. The second identity and the third identity in (37) follow 
from the definition of U. Further, we get [P_(z)]* = [z-nd~(Z)] * = Zn~e*(1/Z ") = ~I~1(Z) for 
2-almost all zEq]-. Thus the first identity in (37) follows. [] 
We will continue to use the block partition (38) of d where dl~ is a p x p block. The next two 
lemmas will extend our knowledge on full-rank jpq-elementary factors. 
Lemma 4.3. Let d be a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order n at z -- ~ .  
(a) There is an R E (1,cxD) such that deta i l ( z )  # 0 and detd22(z) ~ 0 for all z E C with 
Izl<R. 
(b) The function Rstr.o ( [~1]  -1) is an outer function which belongs to 5ep×p(O). 
(c) The identity [d~l ]  -1 -- 1 7 (d l l -~c lzdeS ld21)  is fulfilled where e, • C ~ C is given by 
en(Z) :=  Z n. 
Proof. We use the notation given in Proposition 4.2. Part (b) of that proposition provides that Rstr.D 
[~fnl] _-- p~-_. According to Definition 2.1, (p~_)-i is an outer function which belongs to 5epxp(D). 
Hence, det~E~l(z) # 0 for all zEg ,  and Rstr.o ([~E~1] -1) is an outer p x p Schur function. Since 
d(z )  is jpq-Unitary for all z c Y, we have det d22(z) ~ 0 and 
det ~[~J(z) = det(znd*(1/~)) = z np det rill(Z) # 0 
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for each z c T. The function Rstr.Du~-~ ¢ is jpq-Contractive. Thus, det ~22(Z) # 0 for all z C D tO ~-. 
Since ~¢1[~ 1 and ~22 are matrix polynomials the assertion stated in (a) follows. The jpq-unitarity of 
~¢ on Y implies [~¢*(z)] -1 = ~'H(z) - ~12(z)[~¢2z(Z)]-l~c21(z) andhence 
(~2~[~](Z))_ 1 = (z%~,.(1/~))_ 1 _ 1 en(Z)  (~11 (Z) -- ~12(Z)[~22(Z)]-1~21 (Z)) 
for all zC q l-. Therefore, the rational matrix-valued functions (1/en)(S[1,- ~'12~'22',~¢21) and(~71)_,  
coincide. [] 
Lemma 4.4. Let 5¢ be a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order n at z = oz. I f  ~121(0) = 
Oq×p, then ~¢11(0)= Op×p. 
Proof. Lemma 4.3 implies ~¢11(z) = zn(5~[I[~])-I(z)- 5~t12(Z)[5~/22(g)]--lJ~¢21(z) for all z E ll3. If 
~¢21(0) = Oq×p, then x¢11(0) = Op×p follows immediately. [] 
Proposition 4.2 leads us to the following notion, which will turn out to be the central one in this 
section. 
Definition 4.5. Let d be a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n at z = oz. Then 
d is called Arov-normalized if the jpq-inner function W := Rstr.D ~¢ is normalized in z0 = 0 with 
respect o the ordered pair [B1,B2] of inner functions given by (34) (which is associated with W). 
The following theorem contains a characterization of Arov-normalized jpq-elementary factors. 
Theorem 4.6. Let d be a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order n at z = oz. Then d 
is Arov-normalized if and only if  ~t~l(0) E C p×p, d2z(0) c C q×q and d2~(0) = Oq×p. 
ProoL Use Proposition 4.2 and Definition 9. [] 
Now we want to reveal a one-to-one correspondence b tween finite nondegenerate p × q Schur 
sequences and Arov-normalized jpq-elementary factors. This will be obtained in Theorems 4.7 and 4.9. 
Theorem 4.7. Let (Ak )~-~ be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence. Then there is one and only 
one Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order n at z = oz the associated 
tA ~-1 namely d =dn where tin" C ~ C (p+q)×(p+q) is given by p × q Schur sequence of  which is ~ k &=0, 
n--1 b n--1 n--1 d n--I (32) and where [(ak)k=O, ( k)k=O, (Ck)k=O, ( k)k=O] is the Arov-Krein system of  matrix polynomials 
corresponding to (Ak )nk-~. 
Proof. From part (d) of Proposition 4.1 and Definition 4.5 we see that the matrix-valued function 
dn has the desired properties. Let d be an arbitrary Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factor 
ZA ~n-l According with pole of order n at z -- oz the associated p × q Schur sequence of which is ~ ~)k=0. 
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to part (a) of Corollary 18 in [18], there is a jpq-Unitary matrix BG such that s¢ = s¢,G. Since both 
su¢ and ~/, are Arov-normalized, part (b) of Proposition 3.8 yields G =/ ,  i.e., ~' = s¢,. [] 
Let us reformulate Theorem 4.7 in terms of resolvent matrices: 
Theorem 4.8. Let (Ak )~-~ be a nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence. Then there is one and only 
{A ~n-- Ione right resolvent matrix ~¢ associated with the matricial Schur problem correspondin9 to ~ k&=0 
which is an Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n at z = oc, namely 
s~¢ = x~/, where ~/, is 9iven in Theorem 4.7. 
Theorem 4.9. Let n E N, and let ~1 be an Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole 
t A ~-1 such that of order n at z = ~.  Then there is a unique nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence ~ k Jk=0 
r[ a "~n--1 b n--1 n--1 n--I s:¢ = s~. where s~." C ~ C (p÷q)x(p+q) is 9iven by (32) and where tt k&=o,( k)k=o,(Ck)k=o,(dk)k=O] is 
the Arov-Krein system of matrix polynomials correspondin9 to (Ak n-1 )k=o, namely the nondegenerate 
p x q Schur sequence which is associated with sO. 
Proof. Let (Ak "-~ )k=0 be the nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence which is associated with d .  Then 
we see from Proposition 4.1 that dn defined by (32) is an Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary 
t A ~n-~ is exactly the nondegenerate p x q Schur factor with pole of order n at z = cx~ and that k Jk=0 
sequence which is associated with tin. Applying part (a) of Corollary 18 in [18], we infer that there 
is a jpq-unitary matrix G such that dn= ~'G. Because of part (b) of Proposition 3.8, G = Ip+q 
follows. If ~tAkl~-~jk=0 is an arbitrary nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence such that ~¢m = d where 
d ,  m is analogously built from tA "~"-~ tA ~n-I then we obtain from k Jk=0as ~¢n was constructed from ~ k)k=0, 
Proposition 4.1 that ~¢," = d holds for each kE N0,,-~. [] 
Corollary 4.10. Let ~c¢ be an Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order 
n at z = cx~. Then there is a unique p x p matrix polynomial all of formal degree n - 1 such that 
dl~(z) = zal~(Z) for all z E C. Further, ~lq-ll(0)E C pxp and det~lq-ll(z) ¢ 0 for all zC • U T. 
ProoL Combine Proposition 20 in [24, Part IV] and Theorem 4.9. [] 
The next considerations are aimed at characterizing that right resolvent matrix corresponding to 
a given nondegenerate Schur problem which was obtained in Theorem 14 in [24, Part III]. We 
are going to start with the consideration of the simplest case, i.e., if only one Taylor coefficient is 
prescribed. 
Lemma 4.11. Let ~ be a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order one at z = oc. Then 
~t ~ is Arov-normalized if and only if there is an E E ~) p×q such that J'f = HE where HE : C 
C (p+q)×(p+q) is 9iven by (2) and 
HE(z) := H(E) diag (zlp,Iq) (39) 
for all z c C. In this case, E is unique. 
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Proof. First assume that ~ = He with some E E ~p×q. Then Theorem 4.6 immediately implies that 
is Arov-normalized. Let 0 (Ak)k=0 be the nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence associated with the 
full-rank jpq-elementary factor ~ with pole of order n = 1 at z = ~x~ (see [20, Definition 20]). 
Set E := A0. From [18, Lemma 64] and the first part of the proof we already know that He is 
an Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of order one n = 1 at z = c~ the 
associated nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence of which is (~¢k)°= 0.Applying part (a) of Corollary 
18 in [18], there is a jpq-Unitary matrix G such that ~ = HeG. Part (b) of Proposition 3.8 provides 
G = I. Finally, the uniqueness of E follows from part (a) of Lemma 1.2. [] 
Lemma 4.11 will prove to be an essential intermediate step in characterizing the right resolvent 
matrix corresponding to a given nondegenerate Schur problem which was obtained in Theorem 14 
in [24, Part III]. In particular, Lemma 4.11 provides that, in the case of only one prescribed Taylor 
coefficient Ao E ~pxq,  this right resolvent matrix is Arov-normalized. 
Remark 4.12. Let E1 and E2 belong to  ~p×q. According to part (a) of Proposition 17 in [23, Part 
V], the equation He, He: = HE: He, implies E1 = E2. In view of Lemma 4.11, this means that if g/g1 
and ~2 are Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = oc such 
that ~ • ~ = ovfz • ~,  then ~ = ~2. 
We know from part (b) of Theorem 41 in [18] (see also [19, part (b) of Theorem 4.4.5]) that 
the product of n normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = c~ is a 
(even normalized) jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n at z = cx~. The following proposition 
generalizes this result. 
Proposition 4.13. For k E Nl,,, let D~ be a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order one 
at z = co. Then D :=  D1 • De • ... • D, is a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order 
m := ~- l  mk at z = e~z. 
Proof. One can easily see that it is sufficient o consider the case n = 2. Because of [ 18, Theorem 
tA "~m,--I and [A [~'~mz-1 55], there are unique nondegenerate p x q Schur sequences ~ kJk=0 ~ k J =0 such that D~ 
t'A ~mt--i and and D2 are right resolvent matrices associated with the Schur problems generated by ~-'~kJk=0 
[AI-'qvn2-1 respectively. Let m, m2 (E~)k= 0 and (ek)k=0 be the sequence of Schur parameters correspond- k~k lk=O ' 
~A ~m,-1 and t'AD~m2-1 ing to  ~)k=0 ~ k k=0 , respectively (see [19, Definition 3.8.1]). In view of (39), we set 
A1 := HE,. He, ...HE,,,, and A2 := H~. H~ ...H%. Then Theorem 14 in [24, Part III] yields that Al 
~A ~m,-I and and A2 are right resolvent matrices associated with the Schur problems generated by  k)k=0 
(A I7"~m2-1 respectively. Thus, we know from Proposition 17 in [24, Part III], Lemma 64 and Coro1- k /k=0 ' 
lary 18 in [18] that there exist jpq-Unitary matrices K1 and K2 such that D1 = AlK1 and D2 = A2K2. 
Using [19, Lemma 1.3.13] and Lemma 1.2, we get that K1 • H(el) is jpq-unitary. Hence, Proposi- 
tion 2.8 shows that there are a matrix Em,+l E Dp×q and unitary matrices F~ E C p×p, G~ E C qxq 
such that K~. H(~l) = H(Em~+l)diag(Fl,G1). Analogously, we obtain strictly contractive p x q 
matrices Em,+2,Em,+3,...,Em,+m:, unitary p x p matrices F2,F3,...,Fm~ and unitary q x q matrices 
G2, G3 . . . .  , Gin2 such that diag(Fk, Gk) • H(ek+l) = H(Em,+k+I ) diag(Fk+l, Gk+l) for all k E [¢~J2,m2-1- 
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Therefore, 
Dl(z)" D2(z) = AI(Z)U1A2(z)U2 
= HE, (z) . . . . .  HE~, (z) U1H(EI )" diag(zlp, Iq ). H~ (z) . . . . .  n~m 2 (Z)K 2 
= OEi (Z )  . . . . .  HEm I (Z)mEm I +] (Z) " diag(F1, Gl )" H(82) 
x diag(zlp, Iq). H~ (z) . . . . .  OGre 2 (z)K 2 
. . . . .  HEI (Z )  . . . . .  HEm I (Z)MEtal+re2 (Z)  " Ym2 
for all zEC,  where Xm~ := diag(Fm~,Gm~)"BE. Lemma 1.3.13 in [19] yields that Xm~ is jpq-unitary. 
Hence, Proposition 17 in [24, Part III], Lemma 64 and Corollary 18 in [18] provide that D~ . D2 is 
a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of order ml + m2 at z = e~. [] 
Obviously, a finite product of normalized jpq-elementary factors with pole at z = z0 ~ 1 is a 
normalized jpq-elementary factor as well. However, the following example shows that the product 
of Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors is not necessarily Arov-normalized. 
Example. Obviously, the matrices E1 := diag(1/x/2,0) and E2 := diag(0, 1/v'~) belong to D2x 2. 
According to Lemma 4.11, the functions HE, : C ---* 132×2 and HE~ : C --~ D2×z given by (2) and (39) 
are Arov-normalized full-rank jl~-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = ocz. However, we 
can easily see that the left lower 2 × 2 block of HE,(O) • HE:(O) does not vanish. By virtue of 
Theorem 5.1, this means that HE, • HE2 is not an Arov-normalized j~-elementary factor. 
The following two lemmas show that multiplicative decompositions into a product of a finite 
number of Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = ~ are 
unique. 
E m • n Lemma 4.14. Let m and n be positive integers. Let ( k)k=l and (E k )k=l be sequences from Dp×q 
such that 
H~, . HE2 ...HEm =HE,• . HE2•...HE •, (40) 
where HE • C ~ C (p+q)X(p+q) is given by (2) and (39). Then m = n and E: = Ej • for all jE  N1,n. 
Proof. Part (a) of Proposition 17 in [24, Part III] and Lemma 64 in [18] provide that the left- 
hand side of (40) is a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of order m at z = cx~, whereas the 
right-hand side of (40) is a jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n at z = ~.  Hence m = n. 
:A ~"- i tA • ~,- iMoreover, we see that if ~ k )k=o and ~ k Jk=o are the unique nondegenerate p x q Schur sequence 
with Schur parameter sequences (Ek)~=1 and (Ek=')~=l, respectively (see [19, Definition 3.8.1 and 
Corollary 3.8.5], then .-1 [Am~n--1 (Ak)k=0 and ~"k Jk=0 are exactly the p × q Schur sequences associated with 
the left-hand side of (40) and the right-hand side of (40), respectively. Thus, (40) implies Ak = A~ 
for all kE N0~-l. Hence Ek = Ek • for each kc  ~l,n. [] 
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Lemma 4.15. Let (~k)~'=l and (~k•)~: l  be sequences of  Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary 
factors with pole of  order one at z = c~ such that 
~ . . . ~ m  = ~•~' . . .~• .  (41) 
Then m = n and ~k  = ~k • for all k E ~ 1,,. 
E m • n Proof. Because of Lemma 4.11, there are sequences ( k)~=l and (E k )k=l f rom ~p×q such that 
~t~k =He~ for all kE ~l,m and Jt~j • = H~., for all kc  ~1,,. Hence, Lemma 4.14 and (41) imply the 
assertion. [] 
The foregoing considerations motivate us to introduce the following distinguished subclass of  
jpq-elementary factors. 
Definit ion 4.16. Let ~ be a jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n at z = cxz. Then ~ is said 
to have an Arov-normalized multiplicative structure if there are a positive integer m and a sequence 
(~k)k~l of Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors with pole of  order one at z = cx~ such 
that ~ = ~,~1 • Jg2 " . . ."  J(C~m- 
NOW we are going to list some basic properties of  jpq-elementary factors with Arov-normalized 
multiplicative structure. 
Propos i t ion 4.17. Let ~ be a jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order n at z = oo which has 
Arov-normalized multiplicative structure. Then: 
(a) 9ff has full-rank. 
(b) There are a unique positive integer rn and a unique sequence (~k)~- i  of  Arov-normalized 
full-rank jpq-elementary factors with pole of  order one at z = ~ such that ~ -- ~t~l • ~ff2"..." J~ffm. 
E n Namely, m = n holds true, and i f (  k)k=l is the sequence of  Schur parameters corresponding to the 
nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence which is associated with the full-rank jpq-elementary factor 
~ ,  then ,)ffk = ~E~ for all kE  ~l,n, where ~E~ : C -+ C (p+q)×(p+q) is given by (2) and (39). 
Proof.  According to Definition 4.16, there are a positive integer m and a system (o*ffk)~'=l of  Arov- 
normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = ~ such that the equation 
~ff = ~l  • -~2 " . . . "  o'~m holds true. Proposition 4.13 provides that (a) and m = n hold true. The 
unicity follows from Lemma 4.15. From Lemma 4.11 we know that there is a unique sequence 
(Ek) n k=l from Dp× u such that g(Yk = ~ffE~ for all k E N I,,. The application of  part (a) of Proposition 
17 in [24, Part III] and Lemma 64 in [18] completes the proof. [] 
Corol lary 4.18. Let ~ be a jpq-elementary factor with pole order m at z = cx~, and let ~ be a 
jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order n at z = cx~. I f  both ~ and f# have Arov-normalized 
multiplicative structure, then the product ~ • ~ is a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of  
order m + n at z ---- c~ which has Arov-normalized structure as well. 
Proof. Use Definition 4.16 and Proposition 4.17. [] 
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Theorems 4.19-4.21 below express a bijective correspondence between finite nondegenerate p × q 
Schur sequences and jpq-elementary factors with Arov-normalized multiplicative structure. 
Theorem 4.19. Let ~ be a jpq-elementary factor with pole of  order n at z = o0. Then J f  has 
an Arov-normalized multiplicative structure if and only if there exists a sequence (E~)~=~ from 
~pxq such that ~ = He, " He~ . . . . .  H~,, where He k : C ~ C (p+q)x(p+q) is given by (2) and (39). In 
this case, ~ has full rank, and (E~)~= l is the sequence of Schur parameters corresponding to the 
nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence which is associated with off. 
Proof. Use Proposition 4.17 and Lemma 4.11. [] 
tA ~'-~ be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence with Schur parameter se- Theorem 4.20. Let ~ k Jk=0 
quence (Ek)~=l, and let HE~ : C ~ C (p+q)×(p+q) be given by (2) and (39). 
(a) There is one and only one (full-rank) jpq-elementary factor Off with pole of order n at z = e~ 
t" A ~n-- 1 which has Arov-normalized multiplicative structure such that ~ ~)~=0 is its associated p × q Schur 
sequence, namely ~g = H~, • H~ . . . . .  HE. 
(b) There is one and only one sequence (~)~,=~ of Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary 
factors with pole of order one at z = o~ such that ovg := ~(f~ • ~,ugz... ovg, has the associated p × q 
Schur sequence (A~ n-~ )k=0. This sequence (Jg~)~=~ is given by ~ := He~ for k~ ~t,n. 
Proof. (a) Theorem 4.19 provides that ~vf = HE, • HE2 ". . ."  HE. has the desired properties. Assume 
that ~ • is an arbitrary (full-rank) jpq-elementary factor with pole of order n at z = ~ which has 
~A ~n-~ is its associated p × q Schur sequence. Arov-normalized multiplicative structure such that t k)k=0 
Because of Theorem 4.19 there exists a unique sequence (Ek)~=~ from Dp×q such that ~f  • = 
~a •an-1 be the non-degenerate p × q Schur sequence with Schur parameters Hs, a "Hs l . . .Hs• .  Let V-k Jk:0 
EI',E2 • . . . . .  E, ' .  Then part (a) of Proposition 17 in [24, Part III] and Lemma 64 in [18] provide 
that ~rA •~'-lk z~=0 is the p × q Schur sequence associated with g4f •. Hence, A~ = Ak for each kE ~0,,-~ •
Consequently, Ek • = Ek for all k E ~d ~,,. 
(b) From part (a) we know that the sequence ( k)k=l where ~k  := He~ for k E ~l,n has the 
asserted properties. Let • " (~k)k=l  be an arbitrary sequence of Arov-normalized jpq-elementary factors 
such that the full-rank jpq-elementary factor ovg • := OVfl• • ~f~2•... j /g•  with pole of order n at z = 
cx~ has the associated p × q Schur sequence "- (Ak)k= 0 (see Proposition 4.13). By construction, ~ff • 
has Arov-normalized multiplicative structure. Thus part (a) implies Jg  •= ~vg. Using Lemmas 4.11 
and 4.15 we get ~k  • --- He, for all kE [~l,n. [] 
In view of Definition 20 in [18] and Proposition 4.13, we can give the following reformulation 
of Theorem 4.20. 
tA ~'-~ be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence, let (Ek)~=l be the sequence Theorem 4.21. Let ~ k Jk=O 
of its Schur parameters, and let HE~ : C --+ C (p+q)×(p+q) be given by (2) and (39). Then: 
(a) There is one and only one right resolvent matrix 11 associated with the matricial Schur prob- 
t A ~n-1 which is a jpq-elementary factor with Arov-normalized multiplicative lem corresponding to ~ k Jk=o 
structure, namely lI = HE, • HE,... HEo. 
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(b) There is one and only one sequence (Yfk)~=l of Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary 
factors 2/gk with pole of  order one at z = c~ such that tI = ~1 "J~f~2"...'~. is a right resolvent matrix 
associated with the matricial Schur problem correspondin9 to (Ak)k=o."-I This sequence (~'~k)k=ln is
9iven by g/fk := He~ for all k E ~ 1,n. 
Theorem 4.21 contains the above announced characterization f the right resolvent matrix obtained 
in Theorem 14 in [24, Part III]. Theorems 12 and 13 in [24, Part III] provide that the Schur-Potapov 
algorithm, which was introduced in [30], can be described in terms of the linear fractional transfor- 
mation generated by the function He. Theorems 4.19-4.21 indicate how Potapov's observation that, 
from the point of J-theory, algorithms of Schur type can be interpreted as multiplicative decompo- 
sitions of some distinguished jpq-elementary factors into appropriate simplest jpq-elementary factors, 
is to understand in the case of the Schur-Potapov algorithm. We see that it is intimately connected 
with forming Arov-normalized multiplicative structures. 
Theorem 4.22. Let (~k)n~l be a sequence of  Arov-normalized full-rank jpq-elementary factors 
with pole of  order one at z = oc. Then there exists one and only one nondegenerate p × q Schur 
t A w-1 such that ~¢ := ~ • ~2 "..." OVgn is a right resolvent matrix associated with the sequence ~ k/k=0 
Schur problem correspondin9 to (Ak n-1 k=0" 
Proof. Using Proposition 4.13 we get that d is a full-rank jpq-elementary factor with pole of order 
n at z = co. In view of Theorem 55 in [18], the proof is complete. [] 
Theorem 4.22 should be considered in combination with Theorem 14 in [24, Part III]. Taking into 
account part (a) of Proposition 17 in [24, Part III] and Lemma 6, we obtain a bijective correspondence 
between finite nondegenerate p × q Schur sequences and finite sequences of Arov-normalized full- 
rank jpq-elementary factors with pole of order one at z = c~. The following remark shows that in the 
scalar case p ---- q = 1 the notions of Arov-normalized and Arov-normalized multiplicative structure 
coincide. 
[A ~" - 1 Remark 4.23. Let ~ kJk=0 be a nondegenerate 1 × 1 Schur sequence. Then from part (b) of Propo- 
sition 20 in [24, Part IV], Theorems 4.7 and 4.20 it follows immediately that the unique Arov- 
normalized jll-elementary factor with pole of order n at z -- ~ the associated 1× 1 Schur sequence 
of which is n-1 (Ak)k=O coincides with the unique jll-elementary factor with pole of n at z = c~ which 
r A ~n-1 is its associated 1× 1 Schur sequence. has Arov-normalized multiplicative structure such that ~ k)k=O
5. On some connections between type I choice sequences and Arov-normalized jpq-elementary 
factors 
The goal of this section is to show that type I choice sequences corresponding to nondegenerate 
Schur sequences (see [30, Definition 3]) can be interpreted as appropriate Schur parameters. Recall 
that the type I choice sequence corresponding to a given nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence 
(A k n-I )k=0 arose from purely algebraic considerations ( ee [24, Part I]). The next theorem illuminates 
the analytic meaning of this object. More precisely, it shows that type I choice sequences are 
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intimately connected with that description of the set ~p×q[Ao,A1 . . . .  ,A,_,], which is due to Arov 
and Krein [13]. Hereby, d°~pxq[Ao,A1 . . . .  ,An-l] stands for the set of all functions f E 5~p×q(D) the 
sequence of the first n Taylor coefficients in the Taylor series representation around the origin 
[A "in-- 1 of which is exactly t k)~=0. It should be mentioned that this parametrization was alternately and 
independently reobtained in different ways in [21, Ch. 6; 32, Section 3]. 
Theorem 5.1. Let (Ak )~-~ be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence. For k E ~1,,, let the matrix 
polynomials ~¢k : C ~ C (p+q)×(p+q) be given by (32). Assume that f belongs to ~9°pxq[Ao,A1,..., 
An-l] and that (Kj)~-_d is a sequence of  p x q complex matrices. Then: 
rK a n- 1 [A "~n- 1 (a) ~ jsj=o is the type I choice sequence corresponding to t ~)k=0 if and only if  the following 
two conditions are fulfilled: 
( i )  K0 = A. 
(it) I f  n > 1, then, for each j E ~,,~-1, there is a function 9j+l E 5ep×q[Kj] such that the function 
f admits for all z E D the representation 
f ( z )  = co(p,q)t~ ~" ~(z) t~j+l (z)). (42) 
I f  (i) and (ii) are fulfilled, then the functions 91, g2,...,  gn which satisfy (42) are unique. 
(b) There is a unique function gn+I E Sep×q(D) such that 
f ( z )  (P'q) = ~,(~)(9n+l(z)). (43) 
for all zE~.  I f  
O(3 
f ( z ) - -  ~A~f)zk ,zED,  (44) 
k=0 
is the Taylor series representation o f f ,  then Kn := 9n+~(0) is the unique contractive p × q complex 
matrix which satisfies the equation 
A~ f) = mn + x/~Knx/~, (45) 
(I-'P×P and r, E 6-~q×q defined in [24, Part I, Section 2]. where mnECPXq, lnE~>~ ._.>1 are 
E n {A ~n--1 Proof. Let ( J)j=0 be the sequence of Schur corresponding to ~ jJj=o. From part (b) of Proposi- 
tion 20 in [24, Part IV], we see that, for each j E ~l.n, the matrix polynomial Uj :--HE,. HE2...HE,. 
is linked with ~¢j via 
lIj = 4 diag(xj, w* ), (46) 
(X ~n--1 (W hn--1 where ~ jJj=o and ~ JJj=o are the sequences from Tp×p and -~qXq, respectively, which are given 
in [24, Part IV, Proposition 19]. If n > 1, then, by virtue of Theorem 14 in [24, Part III], there is a 
sequence (J~+~)~-? from 6~p×p(D) such that 
S(z)-- 
is fulfilled for all z E • and all j E ~ i,n. Set f l  : z  f .  Applying Theorem 13 in [24, Part III], we obtain 
that the Schur-Potapov algorithm for f can be carried out at least n times and that (Ek)~=0 is the 
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sequence of its first n Schur parameters, whereas (j~)~+~ is the sequence of the first n + 1 p x q Schur 
functions associated with f by the Schur-Potapov algorithm. In particular, f E 5¢p×q[Ej] for each 
j E N1,,- Using properties of linear fractional transformations (see, e.g., [30] or [19, Section 1.6]), 
from (46) it follows (42) for all jE  N,,,-1, where 9j+l := xj~+lwj. Moreover, we see that there is 
a unique system n-- 1 n-- ! (9j)j== which realizes representation (42). Now assume that (Uj)~= 0 is the type I 
choice sequence corresponding to (Aj)~ -d. Then (i) obviously holds. Proposition 19 in [24, Part IV] 
yields 
Uj = xjEj+lwj (47) 
for all j E N0,,-1. Since f belongs to  Spxq(E j )  then we obtain 9j+l E ~q~pxq[Uj] for all j E N,,,_I. 
Thus, (ii) is verified. Conversely, now assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Using (42), (46) and some 
properties of linear fractional transformations, we get 
f (z ) = r'.'~(p,q)." ~'.~(z  ~,ei+~), z E D, 
* * .~'Pp×q[X~UjwT].  for each zE D and all jE  ~i,n-1, where, in view of (ii) , ej+l :----xj 9j+lwj belongs to 
Hence, if el :=f ,  then Theorem 13 in [24, Part III] provides that (ej)~= 1 is the sequence of the first 
n p x q Schur functions associated with f by the Schur-Potapov algorithm (see [19, Section 3.8]). 
Therefore, Ej+t = ej+~(0) = x*Ujw* for all jC  N1,,-1. By virtue of (i), then Proposition 19 in [24, 
n--I Part IV] implies that (Uj)~=-~ is the type I choice sequence corresponding to (Aj)~= 0. Thus, (a) 
is proved. We know from Theorem 19 in [24, Part IV] that there is a function 9,+1 C 6~p×q([]3) 
such that (43) is satisfied. Using properties of linear fractional transformations and part (b) of 
Proposition 19 in [24, Part IV], we see that 9,+1 is unique. Because of (46), we can conclude 
f ( z )  (P'q) * * = 5e.~°(z)(x n g,+,(z)w n ) for all z E D. Theorem 13 in [24, Part III] shows then that en+l := 
x, g,+,(O)wn is the (n + 1 )-th Schur parameter of f .  Further, Proposition 12 in [24, Part II] provides 
A~ f)  -= mn ÷ EkE* E,+1 * - - E~Ek 
Hence, from Proposition 19 in [24, Part IV] it follows (45). Remark 3 in [24, Part I] yields the 
finally unicity. [] 
Theorem 5.1 confirms the announced fact that, in some sense, type I choice sequences of nonde- 
generate p x q Schur sequences can be conceived as Arov-Krein version of Schur parametrization. 
ZA ~n-i be a nondegenerate 1 x 1 Schur sequence. Let (Uk)k=0"-I and (Ek)k=~n be Remark 5.2. Let t k)k=0 
the type I choice sequence and the sequence of Schur parameters, respectively, corresponding to 
A ~-1 Because of Proposition 20 in [24, Part IV], Remark 4.23 and formula (47), the identities k )k=O " 
Uk = Ek+l,k E N0,,-l, hold true, i.e., in the scalar case p = q = 1, the type I choice sequence 
and the sequence of Schur parameters corresponding to a given nondegenerate 1 x 1 Schur sequence 
coincide. 
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6. Survey on objects which are equivalent to a nondegenerate Schur sequence 
In some sense, this final section compresses the content of this paper. 
Let , -  1 (Ak)k=0 be a nondegenerate p × q Schur sequence. Remark 29 in [18] summarized a collection 
ZA ~n-I The following scheme illustrates further of objects which turned out to be equivalent to t k)k=o. 
equivalences, which could be cleared up in Sections 3 and 4. 
jpq-elementary factor .4 
with pole of order n 
at z = co which has 
AROV-normalized 
multiplicative structure 
Proposition 4.17 
Proposition 4.13 
sequence (7-/k)~=l of
AROV-normalized 
full-rank jpq- 
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with pole of order 
one at z = o0 
Lemma 4.14 ]
Theorem 4.20 (a) 
Theorem 55 
in [32] 
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Theorem 4.7 [ 
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